Ref. No. GGSIPU/Exam/Conduct/2021

Dated: 23.01.2021

Notice

Subject:- Registration of GGSIPU Students (USS/Affiliated institutes) for Online Proctored Examination for January –February 2021.

Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha University is conducting online examination for odd semester examination scheduled to be held from 27th January 2021 onwards as per the detailed uploaded Datesheets on the website. The examination will be held in subjective/objective mode as specified in the Datesheets. In order to appear in the examination every student has to register themselves on the following link http://ggsipu.wheebox.com/login-2/ggsipu.jsp. All the students should fill all the columns and register themselves carefully for online examination. The detailed process of registration and video for registration is also shared herewith for further reference to the students. It is advised that all the student should go through the detailed instructions and view the video uploaded for the said purpose. All the students should attend two Mock Test (mandatory) before appearing in the examination.

If any student observe any difficulty during registration process, they may email on examsupport@ipu.ac.in or call the helpline number 7303885690.

The last date of registration is 26.01.2021 upto 10.00 PM.

https://ggsipu.wheebox.com/LOGIN-2/ggsipu.jsp

REGISTRATION DETAILS:

Login ID: UNIVERSITY ENROLLMENT NUMBER
Password: (UNIVERSITY ENROLLMENT NUMBER)
          (will be changed after successfully registered/login)